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ABSTRACT

This project is the design and implementation of the Retractable Technologies, Inc. Sales and Marketing Database System. Sales representatives, customer service representatives and the managers of Retractable Technologies, Inc. (RTI) will use the system as a means of keeping track of any new and existing medical facilities that have been contacted by RTI personnel or have purchased any RTI products. The personnel using the system will be able to add new facility information or update existing facility information and generate reports concerning sales to individual facilities or geographical areas. The graphical interface contains forms that can be manipulated by the user to display data according to the user's choice.
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1. Introduction and Background

1.1 Overview

In 1997, a year after it was formed, sales representatives for Retractable Technologies, Inc. (RTI), whose products are marketed under the Vanishpoint™ name, began contacting facilities in the attempt to prompt the purchase of their syringes. Upon contacting a medical facility, the sales representatives would write the facility’s information on a Sales and Marketing Contact Sheet (Figure 1.1) and forward a copy of it to the RTI Sales Office located in Lewisville, TX. Once received, customer service representatives filed the contact sheets until they were needed.

Eventually, an abundance of contact sheets were being received, which led to a new problem of storing the contact sheets as well as retrieving facility information whenever it was needed. It was decided that a different means of storing the facility contact information was needed. A Microsoft Access™ Sales & Marketing Database was created with the AA Main Table for Input table (Figure 1.2) and was used for storing facility information. The data fields in the AA Main Table for Input, now referred to as the old table, was based on the fields in the contact sheets such as Master ID, name, address, city and state.

The sales representatives continued to complete the Sales and Marketing Contact Sheets and send them to the RTI Sales Office. Upon receipt, a customer service representative opened the old table and either entered the newly contacted facility’s information or updated a facility’s information that currently existed in the table. Since there was no graphic user interface to the previous system, in order to enter the